The RLR archetype, RIG-I, has lower amino acid conservation in hydrolysis activity that is essential for signal transduction (15). 

It has been established that paramyxovirus V proteins can interfere with MDA5 and LGP2 (15, 16). The V protein specifically interacts with the MDA5 and LGP2 helicase domains through a minimal V protein-binding region that corresponds to the C-terminal lobe of the helicase domain (15). Mechanistic studies indicate that V protein binding interferes with MDA5 and LGP2 ATP hydrolysis activity that is essential for signal transduction (15). The RLR archetype, RIG-I, has lower amino acid conservation in this region, consistent with a lack of direct V protein interference (15, 17).

Alignment of the amino acid sequences in the minimal V protein-binding region reveals 26 residues that are identical in MDA5 and LGP2 but different in RIG-I (Fig. 1A). To test if these amino acids contribute to V protein targeting specificity, site-directed mutagenesis (Quick Change; Agilent) was used to substitute the conserved MDA5 or LGP2 amino acids for the RIG-I correlate. For MDA5, 19 mutants were generated containing single or double adjacent substitutions. The FLAG epitope-tagged MDA5 proteins were expressed in HEK293T cells along with hemagglutinin (HA) epitope-tagged measles virus V protein. Cell lysates were subjected to FLAG immunoaffinity purification and FLAG peptide-eluted proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and subjected to HA immunoblotting to determine if the mutation disrupted the MDA5-V protein interaction (Fig. 1B). The wild-type (WT) MDA5 and most of the mutants robustly coprecipitated with measles virus V protein, and a previously characterized negative control, MDA5 fragment Δ4, consisting of residues 747 to 1025, was used to establish baseline sensitivity (15). Two variant MDA5 proteins, with the single mutation R806L and double mutation G808E L809Y, were defective in V protein coprecipitation (Fig. 1B). This analysis defines a small epitope that is important for measles virus recognition of MDA5 and reveals that few other individual conserved amino acid residues are required.

Previous studies have revealed both universal and virus-specific requirements for V protein interactions with MDA5 (10). To test if the mutated MDA5 proteins are insensitive to a broad range of paramyxovirus V proteins, additional coimmunoprecipitation assays were carried out with V proteins from parainfluenza virus 5 (PIV5), mumps virus, and Nipah virus (Fig. 1C). The results indicate that all of the tested V proteins were defective in interaction with MDA5 R806L. The effect of the MDA5 G808E L809Y muta-
tions on interaction with PIV5 and mumps virus V proteins is similar to that in measles virus V protein, but Nipah virus V protein remained capable of precipitating the G808E L809Y double mutant. These results indicate virus-specific differences in MDA5 recognition. To test for additional idiosyncrasies, all MDA5 mutants were tested in a coimmunoprecipitation assay with PIV5 and Nipah virus V proteins (Fig. 1D). Only one other mutant, MDA5 R720I T725V, resulted in defective interactions, but due to variability among biological replicates, this double mutant was not analyzed further. These results demonstrate that MDA5 R806 is widely important for interaction with all of the paramyxovirus V proteins tested and that additional residues contribute to virus-specific associations.

Expression of MDA5 by plasmid transfection can stimulate downstream signaling to potently induce IFN-β gene expression, and V protein coexpression can prevent this antiviral response (4, 10, 15). To validate the coimmunoprecipitation results with a biologically relevant endpoint, an IFN-β-promoter luciferase reporter gene assay was conducted with wild-type MDA5, MDA5 R806L, and a mutant that retains V protein association, MDA5 K777A (Fig. 2A). Both of these mutant proteins were able to activate the IFN-β promoter and also exhibited 3- to 5-fold-higher signaling activity than wild-type MDA5. Importantly, MDA5- and MDA5 K777A-dependent antiviral signaling was antagonized by measles virus V protein, but MDA5 R806L-dependent signaling was insensitive to V protein expression.

To verify the reporter gene assays with endogenous antiviral responses, the V protein sensitivity of MDA5 and MDA5 R806L was assessed in an antiviral cytopathic effect interference assay (Fig. 2B). The wild-type and mutant MDA5 proteins were expressed in HEK293T cells in the presence or absence of measles virus V protein, and conditioned growth media were collected 24 h later. The conditioned media were diluted and applied to freshly plated 2fTGH cells for 8 h prior to infection with vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) and a luciferase reporter. The results showed that MDA5-resistant V protein expression was antagonized by MDA5, but not by MDA5 R806L, indicating that MDA5 R806L is resistant to V protein antagonism.

FIG 1 MDA5 mutagenesis reveals R806 is essential for interaction with paramyxovirus V proteins. (A) Multiple-sequence alignment of the MDA5, LGP2, and RIG-I proteins within the minimal V protein-binding region (MVBR). Residues that are the same in MDA5 and LGP2 but different in RIG-I are marked by an asterisk and were subjected to substitution with the RIG-I residue. Roman numerals represent the conserved helicase motifs. The arrowhead indicates MDA5 R806, LGP2 R455, and RIG-I L714; the bracket indicates the multimutant changes. (B) Coimmunoprecipitation analysis of MDA5 and MDA5 mutants with measles virus V protein (MeV). HEK293T cells were transfected with HA-tagged MeV and FLAG-tagged MDA5 (wild type [WT] or with the indicated substitutions), and cell lysates were subjected to FLAG immunoprecipitation (IP) prior to immunoblotting with either anti-HA (α-HA) or anti-FLAG (α-FLAG) antibody. MDA5 4 refers to a previously characterized negative control. (C) Coimmunoprecipitation analysis of MDA5 or the MDA5 R806L and G808E L809Y mutants with the V proteins of parainfluenza virus 5 (PIV5), mumps virus, and Nipah virus. The experimental procedures were identical to those described for panel B. (D) Coimmunoprecipitation analysis of MDA5 and MDA5 mutants with PIV5 and Nipah virus V protein (NiV). The experimental procedures were identical to those for panel B.
titis virus (VSV) for 16 h. Medium from control cells does not provide protection from VSV-induced cytopathicity, but medium from MDA5-expressing cells, which contains secreted IFN, protects the cells. Again, the R806L protein was found to be hyperactive compared to WT MDA5. Antiviral protection conferred by wild-type MDA5 is sensitive to V protein interference, but protection conferred by MDA5 mutant R806L is insensitive to V protein-mediated interference (Fig. 2B).

To further test the differential ability of the MDA5 proteins to support interaction with V proteins expressed physiologically, coprecipitation was tested in the context of native PIV5 infection. Cells expressing tagged wild-type MDA5 or MDA5 R806L were infected with PIV5, and whole-cell lysates were subjected to FLAG immunoprecipitation. Eluates were probed with antiserum that recognizes the PIV5 P and V proteins (Fig. 2C). The PIV5 V protein, but not the P protein, was specifically coprecipitated by wild-type MDA5, but V protein did not coprecipitate with MDA5 R806L. This supports the importance of MDA5 R806 as crucial for association with the PIV5 V protein under the natural conditions of virus infection.

To verify the importance of R806 for V protein recognition, two complementary mutations were designed to replace the analogous leucine of RIG-I (residue 714) with the arginine of MDA5, either as a single point mutation (creating RIG-I L714R) or by substituting MDA5 residues 806, 808, 809, 811, and 813 (creating RIG-I Multi-Mut; bracket in Fig. 1A). Both RIG-I mutants acquired the ability to be recognized by measles virus and Nipah virus V proteins in coimmunoprecipitation assays, but the single mutation was insufficient for PIV5. RIG-I Multi-Mut was recognized by all of the V proteins (Fig. 3). These results demonstrate that this arginine residue is both necessary and sufficient for V protein recognition and interference for most V proteins, but PIV5 requires additional MDA5 residues in the context of RIG-I.

Similar mutagenic analysis was conducted with LGP2, the second V protein target. To analyze the 26 residues in LGP2, 22 LGP2 constructs containing single or double adjacent substitutions were screened for interaction with measles virus V protein (Fig. 4A). Similar to MDA5, few individual mutations resulted in interaction defects, but replacement of LGP2 R455 with the leucine of RIG-I (R455L) severely impaired its ability to associate with measles virus V protein. LGP2 R455 is the paralog of MDA5 R806, indicating a conserved mode of measles virus V protein interaction with both MDA5 and LGP2.

The ability of the LGP2 R455L mutant to interact with different
V proteins was also tested by coimmunoprecipitation (Fig. 4B). All V proteins interacted with wild-type LGP2. Although defective for interaction with measles virus V protein, LGP2 R455L retained the ability to coprecipitate with V proteins from PIV5, mumps virus, and Nipah virus. Screening of all of the LGP2 mutants for associations with PIV5 and Nipah V proteins indicated that no specific mutation resulted in defective coprecipitation (Fig. 4C). Thus, while measles virus requires LGP2 R455 for interaction, this is not a universal property shared by all of the V proteins tested. Moreover, as the importance of LGP2 R455 differs from that of the widely important MDA5 R806, we conclude that paramyxoviruses have evolved distinct molecular interactions for interference with MDA5 and LGP2.

Prior investigations of V protein interactions with MDA5 and LGP2 delineated a conserved minimal V protein-binding region of approximately 130 amino acids that is necessary and sufficient for targeting by all paramyxoviruses tested (15). Based on the high degree of amino acid identity between MDA5 and LGP2 in this region, it was postulated that individual conserved amino acids constitute a V protein contact surface within the 130 amino acids. The present data support this hypothesis and furthermore reveal both general and virus-specific mechanisms for V protein suppression of MDA5 and LGP2. To suppress MDA5, V proteins from the Rubulavirus genus (PIV5 and mumps virus), the Morbillivirus genus (measles virus), and the Henipavirus genus (Nipah virus) universally require MDA5 R806. This residue alone accounts for the ability of V proteins to suppress MDA5 but not RIG-I. A subset of the V proteins (PIV5, mumps, and measles) were unable to bind to a G808E L809Y double mutant, but Nipah virus V protein remained able to coprecipitate with the double mutant. This indicates a distinct adaptation by Nipah virus for MDA5 interaction.

Remarkably, a single amino acid substitution in RIG-I, L714R, renders the protein sensitive to measles and Nipah virus V protein recognition and interference. It was observed that V protein interacts with the RIG-I protein at steady state without the requirement for virus infection or RNA-mediated RIG-I activation. The fact that paramyxoviruses have not adapted to RIG-I interference underscores the conclusion that these viruses effectively avoid recognition by RIG-I unless defective RNA genomes are present (18).

For interaction with LGP2, the analogous R455 was found to be required for measles virus V protein association. Despite its importance for measles V protein binding, the LGP2 R455L mutant did not disrupt LGP2 association with mumps virus, PIV5, or Nipah virus V proteins. Again, V proteins have diversified to use distinct means to bind to a common target, LGP2. However, no point mutations were identified to have a deleterious effect on LGP2 interaction with PIV5 or Nipah virus V proteins.

These universal attributes and variations on the common theme of MDA5 and LGP2 interference are reminiscent of the great diversity in mechanisms of V protein interference with STAT proteins (12). All of the paramyxovirus V proteins have been found to disrupt IFN signaling by direct interference with STAT1 and/or STAT2, but each genus has a specialized mechanism for STAT suppression. The present study indicates that RLR antagonism by V proteins is similarly accomplished by diversified virus-specific adaptations.
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